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Abstract: The current lighting solutions, both in terms of design process and later implementation,
are becoming more and more intelligent. It mainly arises from higher opportunities to use information
technology (IT) processes for these purposes. Designs cover many aspects, from physiological
to including technical. The paper describes the problems faced by any designers while creating,
evaluating them, and presenting the final results of their work in a visualisation form. Development
of virtual reality (VR) technology and augmented reality, which is now taking place before our
eyes, makes us inclined to think how to use this reality in lighting technology. The article presents
some examples of applying VR technology in various types of smart lighting designs, for interiors
and outdoor objects. The performed computer simulations are compared to reality. Some surveys,
in terms of visualization rendering, were carried out. In the article, the current capabilities and main
limitations of virtual reality of lighting are discussed, as well as what can be expected in the future.
The luminance analysis of the virtual reality display is carried out, which shows that this equipment
can be used in lighting technology after the appropriate calibration. Moreover, an innovative lighting
design system based on virtual reality is presented.

Keywords: virtual reality system; scientific visualisation of lighting; virtual designing of lighting;
virtual analysis of lighting; lighting technology

1. Introduction

Development of computer technology, which has taken place in the last two decades,
has significantly changed designing and evaluating of lighting [1–4]. Currently, it is difficult to
imagine performing these tasks without using IT processes [5–10]. We can even risk the statement
that practically, every design and analysis of lighting use computer simulations. Both interior and
outdoor lighting designs are created in virtual space [11]. Designs contain results in both digital and
graphic-visualisation form, more or less photorealistic. It depends on the tools used by the designer,
what knowledge, graphic experience, and how much time they have to develop such simulations.
In turn, investor expectations regarding the realism of virtualization images are constantly growing.
It also applies to smarter and smarter solutions, where both the designer’s work and the subsequent
design analysis can be presented by using the latest technologies [12].

While the digital form of design gives a chance to assess its compliance with the requirements
and standards, the graphic form currently performs an aesthetic task in particular. At the present
advancement level of visualisation technology, the designer is only able to evaluate the light climate,
analyse various furnishing solutions in the interior, both in terms of materials used and its future
arrangement. As far as of outdoor lighting for floodlighting is concerned, it is only possible to
visually assess compliance with the principles of building illumination [13]. Visualization images
are sometimes supported by a form with the use of a false colour scale, with the legend showing
the range of colours and the illuminance or luminance values corresponding to them. Then you can
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talk about the possibility of preliminary assessment of basic photometric parameters for lighting.
The main problem that currently occurs while evaluating the lighting designs made in the photorealistic
computer visualisation version is the appropriate form of their presentation. The results are mainly
presented in the form of printouts and displayed on electronic media. That is why there is a problem
resulting from the physiology of vision.

In daylight, the observer’s eyesight is adapted to the brightness of the surroundings. Therefore,
the luminances obtained in lighting designs do not make any real impressions on them. In particular,
it applies to the outdoor lighting where the luminances obtained in the designs are at the level of
a dozen cd/m2. Nevertheless, the problem also occurs in the interiors where the luminances are
higher, similar to the conditions under which the designs are analysed. It arises from the process
of accommodation and adaptation of human eyesight and, to a large extent, from the geometric
differences of the illuminated object observed as a two-dimensional raster image. Currently, the only
proposal to solve this problem is to provide an appropriate observation scenery. For example, it could
be a large image displayed in a darkened room, or, as for an electronic medium, bring the observer’s
eyes closer to a distance where the image would occupy the same part of the field of view as under
real conditions. These solutions are quite troublesome, uncomfortable, and not always possible to be
implemented. Not every design can be presented or created under these conditions. It is difficult to
imagine a necessity of showing a design only in the evening, in the darkened room, or, for example,
in the photometric darkroom, where the only luminances that occur in the observer’s field of view are
those projected ones.

The aim of the paper is to analyse the opportunities how to solve these problems through the use
of virtual reality (VR) in the process of designing and analysing of lighting. This will open up the way
for a later transfer of the developed smart solutions into the augmented reality technology (AR), too.

2. Virtual Reality of Lighting

Initially, virtual reality mainly functioned in the military industry. Soldiers equipped with virtual
helmets moved around the virtual battlefield for purely training purposes. Together with the dynamic
increase in opportunities to use personal computers for photorealistic visualisations, as well as the
development and the decrease in production costs of VR glasses, the benefits arising from applying
this technology in entertainment were noticed [14,15]. In recent years, virtual reality has expanded
into a wide range of branches of science and industry [16]. Scientific publications on this topic
are very common [17–19]. At present this technology is widely used in prototyping products [20],
in architecture [21–28], as well as in designing interiors and their furnishings [29]. It is used in
medicine as a method for improving the doctors’ qualifications in performing any surgeries [30],
in rehabilitation [31], in psychology [32], and psychiatry [33] in treating phobias [34], fear or anxiety,
dizziness, and balance. Marketing and tourism [35,36] are also very popular VR application areas.
The expansion of this technology with the so-called augmented reality offers a large number of chances
to teach foreign languages and conduct training courses online, for example, for technicians servicing
all devices. The rapid development of mobile devices is also very important for the VR technology
growth [37,38].

If computer graphics currently play such a significant role in the designing of lighting, it is worth
considering the answers to the following questions:

• Is it possible to use virtual and augmented reality technology in this process?
• Is it possible to transfer the created computer simulations to a three-dimensional space observed

with the use of glasses dedicated to this purpose and to evaluate the design there?

A designer, an architect, when using VR equipment and technology, could then "enter" the
"interior" of this design, be inside the room, or stand in front of the outdoor object whose floodlighting
they are designing [39]. Moreover, they could analyse the variants of the object floodlighting, discussing
them in the same technology with the future recipient of the design, avoiding any problems resulting
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from the accommodation of eyesight as well as the proper field of observation. It would be possible to
analyse the lighting variants in many aspects, including aesthetic features, light pollution of the natural
environment and energy issues [40–48]. Moreover, it would be a smart analysis, fully computer-assisted.

Like in the other fields of technology, electricity consumption for floodlighting purposes is
an equally important aspect. Object floodlighting is sometimes perceived as an unnecessary cost
spent on energy. This is evidenced by the fact that on the occasion of the annual "Earth Hour"
movement organized by the World Wide Fund for Nature, which falls on the last Saturday of
March, the illuminations around the world are spectacularly turned off. Although the electricity
consumption for floodlighting purposes compared to, for example, the interior lighting, not to mention
the air-conditioning devices, is low, this topic should not be neglected and any designs should
be thought out in terms of both lighting and energy effect. However, in order to make the smart
analysis of lighting possible with the use of VR technology, a series of technically correct controlled
tests connected with computer lighting simulation has to be done. This research is very important
because the visualisation images will not represent the image attractive only to the human eye any
longer. They will become a key factor for evaluation. Therefore, a dedicated smart system should be
created and computer simulations displayed in the form of renderings should be checked for their
technical correctness.

3. System Description

The aim of this smart system is to enable us to carry out the analysis of luminance distribution
cases based on both photometric and geometric data of luminaires manufactured or being at the design
stage, required to obtain the illuminance or luminance distribution desired by the designer, with full
energy control. While computer software supporting the designing of lighting is currently very popular
among designers, the solutions that work in real time with virtual reality glasses are not used now.
The assumption is that when designing the lighting, the designer, apart from visual impressions,
should receive technical information on luminance levels, illuminance and energy consumption for
this purpose. Moreover, light pollution of the natural environment is an important issue as far as
designing of outdoor lighting is concerned. The developed system is based on the photometric data
of luminaires saved in the form of files. Knowing the geometric model of the object, the average
level of illuminance on the object and the total luminous flux of light sources, the utilisation factor
can be calculated. This parameter directly determines a degree of use of the luminous flux in the
design. Therefore, in principle, it says about the degree of light pollution in the case of outdoor lighting.
The higher this parameter is, the less light pollution of the natural environment is. That is why the
designer can optimize the design appropriately. The assumption was that the size of the object and
the amount of lighting equipment should not make any difference and the process should not be
labour- and time-consuming. It was also necessary to be able to analyse the geometrical impact of the
luminaire on the object illuminated from any different directions and observation points.

The essence of the proposed method is that a geometric model of the real object (in the future
by means of automatic spatial scanning) is created, taking into account the colour component of
the materials that are used in the object. While designing, the spectral composition of the light,
which currently illuminates the object, is considered. The files of photometric and geometric solids of
the luminaires containing the photometric and dimensional data are loaded onto the system in any
position and orientation in relation to the virtual object. The colour temperature of light sources and
the opportunity to use some colour filters in the full RGB or HSV range are also taken into account.
A colour temperature is a very important parameter, especially in the case of modern light sources
where it can be continuously modified [49]. The system enables us to make a change with an accuracy
of 10 ◦K within the range of 2000–6500 ◦K. This is the standard temperature range of light sources used
in electric lighting systems. However, extending this range is not a major problem. The problem is
the Colour Rendering Index (CRI). At the initial level of advancement of the system, the decision was
made not to include this parameter. It should be remembered that most software packages also ignore
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this parameter. Next, depending on the observer’s position and direction, the obtained luminance
distribution is converted into the colour components. The image created on the virtual object in this
way is transformed into a differential image observed with the virtual reality glasses. The rest of the
shot comes from the continuous recording with the camera.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the block circuit of the system. While tracking the course of signals,
initially, the virtual geometric model of the object (ABC) and the virtual luminaire data (VLD) are loaded.
The geometric model can be made in any vector graphics software. The files of virtual luminaire data
(VLD) contain both luminaire dimensions (A1B1C1) and luminous intensity distributions (LID) as well.
Currently, most lighting equipment manufacturers provide geometric models of luminaires. If not,
the designer has to build these luminaire on the same principle as the geometric model of the object.
The luminous intensity distributions are defined as the IES (the Illuminating Engineering Society)
or LDT (EULUMDAT) files. They are popular formats of recording data for luminaires. Based on
the downloaded data, knowing the spectral reflectances of the materials used in the object, the RGB
colour components of all the materials are calculated. The real reflectances of the materials have to be
measured beforehand. Moreover, the reflection feature has to be specified. However, this takes place
independently of the system operation. Reflective properties of materials are defined by means of the
Specular Level and Glossiness parameters, creating a material gloss curve. This method does not differ
from those used in computer graphics.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 18 
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R2G2B2—colour compositions of differential image between RGB and R1G1B1. 
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In order to unequivocally state that the idea of the developed system is correct, some research 
should be carried out to confirm or contradict the thesis that virtual reality can be used in the process 
of smart designing and evaluating of lighting [49–61]. Initially, the decision was made to use the 
indoor scene for testing. A real room with a total surface of S = 40 m2, with a designed modern and 
energy-saving lighting was rendered. The computer simulations were made as part of a Master’s 
thesis [62] under the supervision of the author of the article. However, in general the photorealistic 
visualisation of interiors is not an easy task. It is due to the fact that interiors are characterized by 
both a large number of objects placed in them and a variety of materials used in these objects. 
Moreover, the interior lighting calculations are more complicated compared to outdoor lighting. In 
the interiors of buildings, an indirect component of the illuminance has a high impact on a final 
effect. In the outdoor scenes, where there are open spaces, the light flux also reflects from objects, but 
the impact on the final effect is significantly lower. That is why this task is much simpler. 

Figure 1. Block circuit of object illumination virtual reality designing system: PC + S—Personal
Computer with Software, VRG—Virtual Reality Glasses, SR—Spectroradiometer, C—Camera, RO—Real
Object, ABC—Virtual Model of Object, VLD—Virtual Luminaire Data, A1B1C1—Luminaire Dimensions,
LID—Luminaire Intensity Distribution, SC—Spectral Composition of Light, RGB—Colour Components
of Real Object, XYZR—Position and Orientation of Virtual Luminaire Data (VLD), OXYZR—Observer’s
Position and Orientation, L—Luminance Distribution, R1G1B1—Colour Compositions of Light (L),
R2G2B2—colour compositions of differential image between RGB and R1G1B1.
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Later, a virtual scene is built on the system, taking into account the spectral composition of
the light (SC), which illuminates the real object (RO), measured with the spectroradiometer (SR).
While constructing the virtual scene, the position and orientation (XYZR) of both luminous intensity
distributions (LID) and dimensional data (A1B1C1) of the luminaires relative to the virtual object are
also taken into consideration. Based on the downloaded data, the luminance at each point of the virtual
scene is calculated, creating a complete three-dimensional distribution composed of individual images
representing the surfaces of the virtual object.

The picture of luminance distribution L created in this way is converted into the colour components
of the image R1G1B1. Then, the differential image R2G2B2 between object colour RGB and calculated
luminance colour R1G1B1 is computed. This image is displayed in the virtual reality glasses (VRG).
The rest of the image comes from the continuous recording of the image of the real object (RO) with the
camera (C).

The measurements and calculations are independent of the observer’s position and orientation
(OXYZR) in relation to the virtual scene (VS). This corresponds to the position and orientation in
relation to the real object (RO).

The system for shaping the luminance distribution includes a computer (PC) with software (S)
adapted to convert the photometric data of luminaires into the luminances and colour components
corresponding to them on the virtual model. This type of application has been developed with a
different method for designing of lighting [50] and is used in the lighting market. All technical data on
the lighting design, such as levels of illuminance, luminance, uniformity, utilisation factor, amount of
lighting equipment used, and energy consumption are available to the designer in real time.

The system allows us to freely change the photometric data and their position as well as the
orientation in relation to the virtual object where the luminance distribution is indicated. It is also
possible to change the geometric shape of the luminaire. The size of the virtual object corresponds
to the real architectural object while maintaining the scale required for the luminance distribution
calculations. The observer’s position is analysed continuously. The virtual reality glasses display
both the shot of the luminance distribution and the image of the luminaire. The complete luminance
distribution is also displayed on the computer screen.

It is possible to freely move around the room or the outdoor object, as well to analyse the calculated
luminance distribution and the geometric impact of the luminaire on its general architecture.

4. Results of Scientific Visualisations for Virtual Reality and Discussion

In order to unequivocally state that the idea of the developed system is correct, some research
should be carried out to confirm or contradict the thesis that virtual reality can be used in the process
of smart designing and evaluating of lighting [49–61]. Initially, the decision was made to use the
indoor scene for testing. A real room with a total surface of S = 40 m2, with a designed modern and
energy-saving lighting was rendered. The computer simulations were made as part of a Master’s
thesis [62] under the supervision of the author of the article. However, in general the photorealistic
visualisation of interiors is not an easy task. It is due to the fact that interiors are characterized by both
a large number of objects placed in them and a variety of materials used in these objects. Moreover,
the interior lighting calculations are more complicated compared to outdoor lighting. In the interiors of
buildings, an indirect component of the illuminance has a high impact on a final effect. In the outdoor
scenes, where there are open spaces, the light flux also reflects from objects, but the impact on the final
effect is significantly lower. That is why this task is much simpler.

Figure 2 shows a room rendering and a picture of the real room. They are rendering shots on
180 × 360 deg in a spherical mode. The images are not the same in terms of the frame. The bottom and
top of the panoramic shots are also distorted in different ways, however, after using a full spherical
space mapping, they are displayed correctly (Figure 3). Both images were taken separately for the
camera corresponding to the left and right eye. In this way, the use of VR glasses makes it possible to
give people the impression of full three-dimensionality and the depth of field in the image.
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The performed computer simulations showed that the identification of the computer visualisation
was possible at first glance. This was also confirmed by the tests done on a relatively narrow group
of respondents. Thirty-two people in total were surveyed [62]. Both the simulation image and the
photograph of the object were presented in the virtual reality glasses. This procedure was carried out
alternately. The respondents could switch the shots over and analyse them without any restrictions.
In both cases, the respondents correctly identified them without any serious problems. Therefore,
the research result was not promising. It was surprising that some respondents who observed the
real image considered it a computer simulation. However, it might have arisen from the way of
presentation connected to the technology to those respondents. Not knowing it, they were oriented to
the fact that they always watched computer graphics. In turn, the correct identification of rendering
resulted from the quality of the computer simulation mainly.

Moreover, the quality depends on a lot of factors. In general the simulation was carried out
correctly. The geometric model did not have any errors; the lighting scene was rendered quite precisely.
The photometric data of real light sources were used. The calculations of lighting did not leave much
to be desired, either. The illuminance levels in both rendering and real room photo were also the
same. However, the illuminance is not a parameter the human eye reacts to. It is the luminance
and it depends on a material the object. Furthermore, it is where we should look for the reasons for
differences. Comparing the images showing the visualisation and the photograph in Figures 2 and 3,
it can be noticed that the luminance levels of the black divan in the photo are higher. It is not so much
to the colour of the material as its gloss. Unfortunately, this parameter, although possible to be defined
while creating the simulation with the use of two parameters: specular level and glossiness, was not
fully controlled. Moreover, a similar situation applies to the worktop. In general the visualisation
image is also darker and less-contrast.

The real luminance measurements also confirmed it. They were taken with a Minolta LS 100
Luminance Meter at the points which were questionable. Figure 4 shows the points where the
measurements were taken in the real room and on the VR display, whereas Table 1 shows a comparison
of the results—real luminance as well as of rendering and of photo luminances.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 18 
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Figure 4. Layout of luminance measuring points in interior.

The values in Table 1 show that the differences in luminances of images displayed on the VR
glasses in some cases exceeded the real measured values more than 10 times in relation to the reality.
However, in the done research there was a lack of luminance adjustment between the visualisation
images and the photograph as well as the real values. That is why the decision was made to investigate
to what extent the luminance calibration of these images could be carried out. The VR technology
would be used in the analysis process of lighting only with the correct calibration. Otherwise, it could
constitute only a richer form of result presentation, like the traditional multimedia presentations of
lighting designs.
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Table 1. Luminance levels at measuring points [62].

Measuring Point Real Luminance
(cd/m2)

Render Luminance
(cd/m2)

Photo Luminance
(cd/m2)

1. Kitchen floor 1.57 13.3 39.6
2. Divan (leather) 1.98 2.75 17.5
3. Black wall 2.47 1.97 12.7
4. Worktop 4.84 167 51.36
5. Blind 7.63 21.5 25.3
6. Brick 10.5 82.9 155
7. White wall 19.43 321 298
8. Living room floor 24.7 109 165
9. Living room ceiling 27.28 258 306
10. Fridge 27.36 420 303

In the first step of the calibration the analysis of luminance range of displays was carried out.
For this purpose, this time an imaging luminance measuring device was applied, which gives precise
results for the entire image, creating raster images on the so-called false colour scale. The professional
LMK device by TechnoTeam was used for the tests. The measurements showed that the luminance
range of the screen oscillated from 0 cd/m2 for the displayed black colour to 480 cd/m2 for the white
colour for the screen made in Super AMOLED technology, with FHD+ resolution. Therefore it can
be concluded that it fell within the luminance ranges that exist in reality. Moreover, that is why the
first condition of the correct analysis of lighting was met. Of course, it should be remembered that,
like in the solutions used so far, the glare evaluation with this system [63,64] cannot be taken into
consideration because we are still dealing with a computer-generated image that is displayed on an
electronic medium whose luminance and dynamic range are top-down limited. The real luminances
exceeding the display range, the light sources in particular, will obviously be flattened to the maximum
possible to be displayed. The luminances of light sources often exceed the values of thousands or even
millions of cd/m2 [65]. Fortunately, as far as the VR technology is concerned, we deal with such a
situation. The image is very close to the observer’s eye and at present the already used luminances of a
range of around a few hundred cd/m2 cause quick eye strain, and the use of higher values would be
dangerous for the eyes. Moreover, it should be remembered that there are processes of accommodation
and adaptation of the human eye. As for large luminance differences, they will have an impact on
the correct perception of the presented simulations. The eye accommodation time depends on age,
but it can be said that it is about 1 second on average. A more complicated situation occurs in the
adaptation process. While the change to a pupil width size occurs within a few tenths of a second,
the photochemical adaptation is longer, especially in the case of a drastic decrease in the luminance level.
In such cases, this time is already counted in minutes. The adaptation in the event of a transition from
lower to higher levels is much faster and is approximately 1 minute. The next step of the calibration
was aimed at answering the following question: is it possible to adjust the visualisation images and
photographs to the real luminance levels?

The first natural move was to change the display brightness. In this simple way, the adjustment of
the luminance of images, both visualisation and photographic, to those generated in the reality, in the
room, could be carried out. This simplest modification to the image display parameter turned out to be
sufficient to achieve the same luminance values. Figure 5 shows the brightness-calibrated images of the
visualisation (Figure 5a), the photograph (Figure 5b), as well as the luminance distributions generated
on the display, corresponding to them (Figure 5c—the visualisation, Figure 5d—the photograph).
The measurements were also taken for the images displayed in the VR technology. Figure 5e shows
the visualisation, Figure 5f—the photo, Figure 5g—the luminance distribution for the visualisation,
Figure 5h—the luminance distribution for the photo.
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Figure 5. Calibrated visualisation and photograph images with measured luminance distributions
[cd/m2]. (a) Object visualisation in 360 deg technology; (b) Photograph in 360 deg technology;
(c) luminance distribution of visualisation in 360 deg; (d) luminance distribution of photograph in
360 deg; (e) VR visualisation for left and right eye; (f) VR photo for left and right eye; (g) VR luminance
distribution of visualisation for left and right eye; (h) VR luminance distribution of photo for left and
right eye.

In the images measured with the imaging luminance measuring device, it could be observed that
the performed luminance levels of luminaires in the rendering were higher than in the reality, whereas
the visualisation image itself would suggest the opposite situation. In the pictures there were some
characteristic light glows around the high luminance. They gave the impression of high luminance
values in the human eye. As it turned out, higher than it was technically performed in the raster image
and higher than it resulted from the simulation calculations. Therefore, it is also worth carrying out
this simple graphic procedure in the simulation images as a substitute for presenting the objects that
can cause or just cause a glare phenomenon.

The conclusions that could be drawn from the done research made the author conduct further
analyses. This time, the decision was made to check the system in the outdoor scene and major efforts
were to accurately render the reality and to calibrate the system. Figure 6 presents a comparison
of the computer visualisation of floodlighting design with the post-implementation picture of the
object. In this case, the material properties were precisely reproduced. The selected outdoor object is
characterized by a more diffusive nature of reflection of the materials which are used in it, and that
is why the task was simpler. The real measurement of the reflectance was taken on the basis of two
measurements: illuminance and luminance at a point. Thanks to using the simple dependencies
L = ρE /π, the reflectance for the object can be determined. Additionally, the virtual scene was integrated
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into the real photograph, creating the so-called collage. This corresponds to the methodology in which
the system operates, where the assumption was that virtuality was connected with the reality.
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Moreover, the system was appropriately calibrated in accordance with the described method
so that the luminances of the tested images were the same and compliant with the calculated ones.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the luminance distribution measured on the VR display screen for the
displayed rendering (Figure 7a) and photo (Figure 7b). When analysing these distributions, it can be
clearly stated that the computer simulation is very close to the reality.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 18 
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They mainly arise from the incapability of precisely adjusting the colour range on the luminance 
scale. The yellow colour is explicitly missing in the measurements with the imaging luminance 
measuring device. Therefore, the approach to the analysis of images should be careful. However, 
while analysing the images presented in Figures 7 and 8, it can be stated that the general levels are 
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Figure 7. Comparison of luminance measurements of VR display for: (a) rendering and
(b) post-implementation photograph.

The luminance measurements of the visualisation and post-implementation picture displayed
on the screen of the glasses were also compared with those calculated in the design. Most computer
software products allow us to perform the rendering in the form of false colour scale. Only on the
basis of such images, is it possible to objectively evaluate the design, since this image is independent
of exposure parameters. Unfortunately, this type of analysis may be burdened with some errors.
They mainly arise from the incapability of precisely adjusting the colour range on the luminance scale.
The yellow colour is explicitly missing in the measurements with the imaging luminance measuring
device. Therefore, the approach to the analysis of images should be careful. However, while analysing
the images presented in Figures 7 and 8, it can be stated that the general levels are correct. In both
cases, a logarithmic scale was applied, and the luminances corresponding to the individual colours
are convergent.
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Some surveys by questionnaires were conducted on a larger group of respondents [66]. Moreover,
129 people in total were surveyed; therefore, it can be considered representative. Initially, only a
visualisation image was presented and the respondents were asked for their opinion on the design
implementation. It was a trick question. The aim was to check whether the surveyed would realise that
they were dealing with a computer simulation and not a photo. None of the respondents called into
question that the image they were assessing was not reality. The aim of next step was to check whether
the surveyed correctly would identify the images while presenting them at the same time. In such a
situation, 79 respondents could not clearly state which image a computer simulation was and which a
picture was, often confusing them (50 respondents). It should be noted, however, that this time the
surveyed observed two images at the same time, comparing them. The display time of the juxtaposed
images was 10 s. As it turned out, the details—a shortage of an adjacent object on the right side of
the analysed object, as well as of street lamp posts and of cars in the central part of the image—were
decisive for the correct distinction between rendering and photograph (Figure 9).
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As you can see—it is just a matter of refining the collage. On the other hand, the incorrect
identification of photo as a rendering resulted from, how the respondents called it, the “strange”
appearance of the tree in front of the object. It has such a form, in fact. However, it is important to
remember the result of the first test, in which none of the respondents called into question the technical
correctness of the rendering. In the case of juxtaposing the images, the surveyed clearly looked for any
differences in them and drew their conclusions on this basis. With longer time, the recognition could
have been higher.

5. Further Work

Although the computer simulations currently being developed for research purposes have many
simplifications, it can be stated that the system operates correctly. The serious simplification is not to
include the colour rendering index (CRI) in the image calculations. Obviously, it is very important for
the visual perception of materials. Further work on the system will take this parameter into account.
Then the analysis and colour calibration of the display used for the solution will also be necessary.
Moreover, the material editing, especially defining the non-diffusive materials, requires improving.
Currently, like in most graphic software packages, it is performed with the use of the material indicator
curve by defining Specular Level and Glossiness parameters.

Moreover, there are plans to do some work on the system development towards augmented reality.
Then the block circuit of the system will look like what is shown in Figure 10. It is predicted that

the camera C will also function as a spatial scanning of the object. Loading the geometric model (ABC)
of the object will still be possible but not required.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 18 
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A product prototype in the form of augmented reality glasses and specialised software for various
operating systems will be created. There are also some plans to implement the technology on mobile
devices. The user of such a mobile solution will be able to virtually check specific lighting solutions in
the environment where they are. For example, in an online store, the user will choose a luminaire,
which they visually like, and will be able to check, using the system, how it will look in the room,
where it will be installed, and how it will illuminate the interior. The calculations will take into account
both daylight in the object and its artificial lighting that will be at the moment of this type of designing,
or virtual shopping. Designing of lighting will therefore become even smarter than presented in
this article.

6. Conclusions

Currently, designing of lighting is mostly based on computer simulations, often ending with a
photorealistic visualisation. However, they are only a graphic enrichment of the designs since the
images can be presented on various media. Therefore, each time the analysis of lighting has to be
carried out by means of false colour images, with the legend showing which colour corresponds to
which luminance or illuminance value. It is reliable and technically correct. Nevertheless, the problem
lies in the real perception of lighting by humans, and the developed system based on virtual reality
technology solves it. The luminance distributions presented on the screen coincide with the real and
calculated luminances. The accommodation and adaptation of the human eye to the conditions under
which these designs are presented and the whole size of the illuminated objects are a big problem to
the analysis of lighting designs in the form of computer visualizations. The use of VR technology,
while maintaining the appropriate time needed for these processes, eliminates these disadvantages.
The solution is innovative as evidenced by the granted patent protection for the method and system.

The solution as it stands has several limitations. It does not include the Colour Rendering Index,
which is a very important parameter, having an impact on the colour of the perceived materials.
Most software products currently used by designers also ignore this fact, however, the visualization
side in the software is only an addition. The method for defining the reflective and refractive
material properties also needs improving. The main aim of the paper, however, has been to check the
opportunities the virtual reality opens up for a lighting designer.

As shown in the research, the respondents distinguished reality from virtuality only with the
details and the quality of simulation, material rendering in particular. The use of VR technology for
scientific purposes connected to lighting is therefore possible. However, efforts should be put into
making the presentation of lighting designs in the form of visualisation not only realistic, but also
technically correct above all. Only in such cases, it can be recognised that virtual reality technology in
designing of lighting makes sense.

The current problem of designs based on computer visualisations lies in a high labour- and
time-consuming nature of their development. It mainly arises from a demand for building a full
geometric model of the lighting scene and performing some appropriate calculations for them.
The technology of augmented reality, where people observe most surroundings with translucent
glasses, will solve this problem in the future. The research shows that adding a carefully made
visualisation image to a photograph of its surroundings causes the loss of ability to distinguish, such a
collage from a traditional photograph of the illuminated object. That is why very high opportunities to
design and evaluate lighting based on augmented reality are now opening up. Lighting designs and
their analysis will become even smarter than today.

The system calibration is also an important aspect. Professional virtual reality glasses are compact
smart devices. It is difficult to get to their display to calibrate it without damaging them. Therefore,
it is worth considering whether the use of mobile devices is not a better solution. Their calibration is
very simple. It also gives rise to the conclusion that the proposed solution will be generally available.
Prices of professional VR glasses are not exorbitant anymore, however, perhaps a smartphone is not a
cheaper, but it is certainly a more popular device.
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Taking into consideration the capabilities of virtual and augmented reality, it can be said that
lighting technology is a field of science where this technology will dynamically develop and play an
important role in the future.

7. Patents

The solution described in the article is subject to patent protection No. PL231873 “The method for
shaping luminance distribution and the system for shaping the luminance distribution”.
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